
The new UPA power is a magazine dedicated to 
the competitive powerlifting community. It will be 
a 16 page full size magazine packed full of 
articles, competitor features, interviews, photos 
and complete coverage of each UPA Powerlifting 
event. It will be available for sale at the event and 
placed at strategic places across the Dubuque 
area as well as other UPA Events. Below is some 
key details for advertisers.

A MAGAZINE
DEDICATED TO
POWERLIFTING

° Quarterly magazine

° Full program of UPA Powerlifting event included

° Competitive powerlifting and fitness lifestyle articles and features

° Highlights of previous UPA sanctioned events

° Galleries and photos of competitors

° Powerlifting records and special achievements will be included

° Plenty of advertising and insert space available for local and regional advertisers

° 1000 copy run 8.5x11” bi-fold, 2 staple format

° 32 page

° Full color glossy paper

° $5.00 retail price

° Available at the event and online  

UPA POWER 
EVENTS MAGAZINE



° 200+ daily visitors

° Average 6 pages viewed per visitor

° Average 200,000 visitors per month

° 400,000+ visitors during event months

° Interactive Wordpress website

° 100% new design for 2016

° Daily updates from the UPA

° Easy to navigate with menus and clear site sections

° Designed to have maximum advertiser exposure

° Competitive powerliting and fitness lifestyle articles,videos and features

° Highlights of previous UPA sanctioned events

° Galleries and photos of competitors

° Powerlifting records and special achievements will be included

° Plenty of advertising and insert space available for local and regional advertisers

° Facebook, Youtube and other social media plug-ins

° Complete records posted and updated regularly

° SEO for powerlifting keywords

° Mulitiple Banner ad locations 

° Powerlifting forum 

° Much more to come!
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UPA Events is an organization dedicated to the growth of competitive powerlifting and bodybuilding. 

By organizing events over the past 10 years it has been become a leader in the competitive 

powerlifting community. The UPA has seen huge growth in its membership, competitors and 

sponsors. We have taken the opportunity to expand the UPA in every way possible.

In 2016,  we have specifically focused on expanding the world of competitive powerlifting and 

bodybuilding by organizing events regionally,  increasing the range of our social media activities and 

a higher profile website. To do this we have completely re-branded the UPA . We will dedicate 

ourselves to promoting the community as a whole by creating a program and a fully interactive site to 

better document the events. They will both include news, features, upcoming events, galleries, 

sponsor information and interactive features. We also have included social media such as Facebook, 

YouTube and Instagram and to help us to publicize our sport in a positive manner. Our vision is to 

celebrate the achievements of our athletes, the quality of our competitions and continue to expand 

the popularity of powerlifting and bodybuilding.

UPA EVENTS
POWERLIFTING

UPA EVENTS 
POWERLIFTING2016



By organizing events over the past 10 years, UPA Events has seen continued growth online 

and at the events. With the addition of the new UPA Power event magazine and a completely 

redesigned website, we look forward to huge gains in competitors, attendance, and online 

presence. This is great for the world of competitive powerlifting and advertisers. Here is a 

snapshot of the current market share the UPA has built.

UPA EVENTS
IS GROWING

° 10 plus years of events

° 4 events per year

° Each event is 2 days

° 10,000 square foot room at Grand River Center

° 600+ visitors to each event

° Varied demographic of competitors (mens, womens, teen) 

° 60% from regional visitors 

° 100+ competitors in all weight and age classes

° Expanded its events to 12 states

° Top quality equipment

° National and world records broken

° Growing area awareness with UPA online and radio promotion

° Over 3,400 likes on Facebook

° 300+ website visitors during week before and after scheduled events

° Expanding online and social media presence

° Each event is documented with focus on competitors

DEDICATED TO
POWERLIFTING FOR OVER

10 YEARS


